
Essential Oil Wizardry

~ Alchemy Subcription Package ~
Month of August

Essential Oil of the Month: Patchouli Light
Wizard Alchemy Blend: Sensurotic
Essential Oil Tincture: Ecstatic Dance Drops
Mister Spray / Magick Massage Oil: Circulatory Flow Mist
Docta's Pick: Leleshwa (African Wild Sage)

Organic Patchouli Light (Steam Distilled) ~ Sri-Lanka [2013] 

This future vintage batch of Patchouli is a rich yet non-offensive extraction of Patchouli.
Notes of a sunset on a tropical island in the Pacific Ocean with drum circle & dance 
embody the energy of this essence.  Patchouli is rather calming & euphoric, similar to 
cannabis in intensity when vaporized.  It seems to be moisturizing for the skin and melds
very well with some people's body chemistry.  

Patchouli is used as a base note in perfumery and blends well with many other essences 
for fragrance.  The trick with Patchouli is to use about 10-20% with other EOs to create 
a mysterious & alluring scent that does not widely offend people who may be sensitive 
to Patchouli.  

Sensurotic (Botanical Perfume)

Sensurotic is one of my most popular botanical perfumes, perhaps for a clear reason.  
Playful, sensual and sexy ~ Sensurotic combines a sweet, rich Sandalwood-Cedar base 
with fresh Jasmine floral notes in a bed of Vanilla & Cacao, all pumped up with spice 
from Nutmeg Absolute.  A number of club members have requested this formula to be 
released to our club – here you go!  Great to wear for fun dates to warm up the occasion.

Ingredients: Steam Distilled Eco-Wild Royal Hawaiian Sandalwood, Wildcrafted Himalayan 
Cedar, Indian Jasmine Grandiflorum Absolute, French Cacao Absolute, Indonesian Nutmeg 
Absolute, Organic CO2 Vanilla (Comoros) infused into Fractionated Coconut Oil



Essential Oil Wizardry

Ecstatic Dance Drops (Essential Oil Tincture)

Very proud to re-introduce to our members the first Essential Oil Tincture I've ever created – I made 
this in December 2013 at my mentor's home in Hawaii and haven't reproduced this formula since I left 
March 2014.  I have about one dropper full of my last batch in my box of tinctures... for years, fans of 
EDD have been asking for more!  

In fact, as I write this, I still have yet to reproduce this formula.  For our club members, I'm motivated 
to recreate this concentrate in coming weeks and reproduce this sense enhancing tincture.  Warm, sweet
tincture which increases awareness to the present moment, opens and expands the heart, elevates the 
mood and is great to dance with.  Produced and ingested about 10 minutes before leaving for my first 
Ecstatic Dance on Big I, Hawaii :-)

Organic Ingredients: Champaca (CO2), Cinnamon Bark, Cypress Leaf, Ginger (Fresh), Ginger 
Lily (CO2), Green Myrtle, Red Mandarin, Palmarosa, Peppermint, Rose-Geranium, Rosemary 
Cineole infused into Sugar Cane Alcohol.

Circulatory Flow Mist (Magick Mister)

Circulatory Flow was designed to stimulate the lymph system and kidneys – cool & refreshing.  
Crafted on the Big Island, Hawaii  ~ one of my first blends on the island.  Circulatory Flow blends 
soothing Juniper Berries with marjoram to create a soothing blend.  Frankincense & Myrrh balance and
deepen the blend and seem to increase the depth the formula penetrates the body.  

The circulatory flow mister is a favorite during hot weather at public events. Very revitalizing and clear,
a spray of the Circulatory Flow around the body feels like the cleanliness of wind and the soothing of 
water.  Feel anewed, one spray at a time! 

Ingredients: Juniper Berries (CO2), Organic Sweet Marjoram, Wildcrafted Frankincense (CO2),
Organic Myrrh (CO2) infused into vortexed spring water using the “Vitalizer Plus”, vibrationally
tuned with Self Organizing Principle & Bliss Package.

Leleshwa AKA African Wild Sage (Steam Distilled) ~ Kenya

Leleshwa rocks.  Rare camphorous bush from Kenya which is a potent anti-microbial.  Very useful for 
oral tooth care formulations, cut or wound triage.  This stimulating essence is almost similar to tea tree 
with some wild sweet cinnamon notes infused.  Works amazing on the counters to disinfect the kitchen 
on a sponge or infuse into a spray bottle for a generalized disinfectant.  A rare and pleasant essence – 
try infusing into your laundry detergent for clear camphor-sagey upliftment.  In-Joy! 

Ingredients: Wildcrafted African Wild Sage from Kenya

*Please Be Advised: These products are not intended to cure, heal, diagnose or treat any disease.


